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About the Book

Sounds From Common Wall: An Anthology of Those Who Wait is a
collection of stories about the people who live in the shadows of the Berlin
Wall. These are the stories of the people who wait - for freedom, for love,
for a better life. They are the stories of the people who are often forgotten,
but who are no less human than the rest of us. This anthology is a powerful
reminder of the human cost of war and division. It is a must-read for
anyone who wants to understand the history of the Berlin Wall and its
impact on the lives of ordinary people.
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"Sounds From Common Wall is a moving and thought-provoking collection
of stories. These are the stories of the people who lived in the shadow of
the Berlin Wall, and they are a powerful reminder of the human cost of war
and division. This anthology is a must-read for anyone who wants to
understand the history of the Berlin Wall and its impact on the lives of
ordinary people." - The Guardian

"Sounds From Common Wall is a beautifully written and deeply moving
collection of stories. These are the stories of the people who lived in the
shadow of the Berlin Wall, and they are a testament to the resilience of the
human spirit. This anthology is a powerful reminder of the importance of
freedom and the need to never give up hope." - The New York Times
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Author Biographies

John le Carré is the pseudonym of David John Moore Cornwell, a British
author of espionage novels. He is one of the most popular and acclaimed
spy novelists in the world, and his books have sold over 250 million copies.
Le Carré's novels are known for their realism, their complex characters,
and their exploration of the moral dilemmas faced by spies.

Frederick Forsyth is a British author of thriller novels. He is best known for
his novel The Day of the Jackal, which was adapted into a successful film
in 1973. Forsyth's novels are known for their fast-paced action, their
intricate plots, and their attention to detail.

Daniel Silva is an American author of thriller novels. He is best known for
his series of novels featuring the character Gabriel Allon, an Israeli
intelligence officer. Silva's novels are known for their suspenseful plots,
their exotic locales, and their insights into the world of espionage.

Heinrich Böll was a German novelist, short story writer, and poet. He was
awarded the Nobel Prize in Literature in 1972. Böll's novels are known for
their realism, their social criticism, and their exploration of the human
condition.

Peter Schneider is a German novelist, playwright, and essayist. He is best
known for his novel The Wall Jumper, which was adapted into a successful
film in 1982. Schneider's novels are known for their psychological realism,
their exploration of the human condition, and their social commentary.
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